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Overview
This section provides a brief overview of the Data transport Layer, the intended purpose and 
audience of this discussion document. 

What is the Data Transport Layer?
The Data Transport Layer is the hardware including Bluetooth and Wifi radios, firmware, bridge 
devices or applications that are responsible for relaying secure encrypted data messages back and 
forwards between the Talisman and the cloud servers. 

Document Intent
The intention of this document is to enable multiple developers to work independently while 
avoiding ambiguity in the operation and format of the Data transport Layer. 

A brief overview of the system architecture is intended to provide context.

Intended Audience
The primary audience is the Android Bridge App developer.

The overview could well provide useful for others who can gloss over unnecessary technical details.

The specific description of the additional possible bridge devices and applications could be useful in
assisting understanding future potential deployment scenarios. 
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Technical Requirements
This section provides a rudimentary high level overview of the system, and then quickly drills down
into specific details of the software and hardware involved in the data communication. 

The overview is intended to provide the most basic context without going into details of areas not 
related to data transport. 

The structure of the system should be mentioned since it implicitly requires certain architectural 
features such as cloud servers, wireless links etc. 

 

System Overview
The sketch below shows the main parts of the system. The key focus of this diagram is to illustrate 
how communication is required between the Talisman device and the cloud backend servers.

The system architecture has taken this form mainly due to the social aspect preventing the use of a 
single stand alone device and personal single user desktop program. The social aspect essential 
required the use of a centralised cloud based solution.

Bluetooth not WiFi

Secondly the architecture of the specific available data linkages was constrained by the very limited
power budget available on the device. In particular the use of Bluetooth 2.1 rather than WiFi was 
due to Bluetooth 2.1 having a much lower power requirement. Also there are significant 
complexities and legal restrictions regarding the allowed radiation power when placing WiFi 
transceivers within an inch of the human body.

Older Bluetooth 2.1 version 

The Talisman uses an older slower slightly power hungry version primarily due to Allan having a 
large number of these Bluetooth 2.1 radios already on hand. It may be necessary in the future to 
upgrade the bluetooth radios to a more modern less power hungry Bluetooth 4 version. This would 
require some testing of more expensive Bluetooth 4.0 modules, a redesign of the Talisman PCB to 
accommodate the larger? Module, and some technical learning about the newer radios.

The above constraints have resulted in a system with a device that has a simple cheaper older 
Bluetooth 2.1 radio. 

 

Infrequent polling rather than being continually online

The small battery on the worn device severely limits the use of the device. Continued restraint is 
required to try to avoid powering on the radio whenever possible. The use of the radio is by far the 
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hardware item that could flatten the battery in mere hours rather than days or ideally a week. 

Therefore the design of the communication is based on the assumption that the Talisman will only 
power the radio on as little as possible, at those times when it absolutely determines that it is 
necessary to communicate. The hardware includes the ability to completely switch power on and off
to the bluetooth radio. 

In an ideal world, the radio would make extremely short checks to the server every few seconds so 
that the user would not notice that the connection was not continuous. 

However, the Bluetooth 2.1 protocol takes many seconds in the powered up state to initiate a 
connection. Thus it is required to further constrain how often the radio connects and checks with the
server. Checking every few seconds would essentially be the same as leaving the radio permanently 
powered. Checking every 15 seconds would still incur a significant battery drain. 

Check for messages is expected to default to only happen perhaps every 5 or 10 minutes. This 
default would not provide a responsive user experience. 

Luckily some smart scheduling allows it to be known in advance when it is possible to remain out 
of communication for a long time.

At other times the schedule would indicate pre-booked social activity and the radio would make 
checks at least every minute or less. Likewise any time an infrequent radio connection returns some 
social communication event data, the Talisman would automatically continue to check for any 
activity frequently, slowly dropping back to the less regular checks after a period of no activity was 
observed.

The use of the radio will be avoided any time the user has explicitly scheduled the Talisman to be in
a Do Not Disturb / Airplane mode. Should the user place the device in a silent airplane mode, the 
Talisman would take the opportunity to drastically reduce any use of the radio until the silent mode 
is exited, or a scheduled event triggers the need for connecting to the server to check for any 
activity events.

The Talisman has to receive data that is stored in the cloud servers. The Talisman also has to return 
collected data base to the cloud server, conditional of course on the granting of permission from the 
end user.

The end user interacts with the system via an online application accessible from any browser. This 
rich online application is referred to as the portal. All end user data is stored in the cloud. Data is 
never stored on an end users PC, Mac or phone – data is only stored securely in the cloud. 

User to User communication via the Cloud Server 

It should also be noted that any end user to end user interaction is always conducted via the Cloud 
Servers. For example if an end user’s meditation partner commences a scheduled shared meditation 
session, the notification of this event is sent from the partner to the cloud server. Then the partner 
end user’s device is made aware of this event whenever the partner’s Talisman next connects and 
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checks for any messages.

There is never any direct communication path from one end user to another end user.  

Bluetooth to Internet

In the above it can be seen that the Talisman is limited to communication via bluetooth only. Given 
that the data and events are stored on a cloud server accessed over the internet there is some need to 
bridge from within range of the bluetooth radio to the internet cloud servers.

The bluetooth radio has short range, perhaps 10metres, and requires a pre configured pairing 
connection with a device. The bluetooth radio can not operate globally like a cellular radio.

For this reason it is necessary for the end user to have some form of bridge that is able to connect to 
the internet and also be physically close to the Talisman. 

A large number of options for this bridge exist and are introduces in the following section.

For now, the important take away is that a Bridge bridges the messages from the Talisman bluetooth
radio to the Cloud Server over the internet available on the bridge device. 

The bridge does not do anything smart with the message. In fact the message content is contained 
within a secure cryptographic data envelope and can not be read by the bridge.  

The Talisman
The Talisman is a small device that is worn around the wrist, carried in the pocket or slung around 
the neck as a pendent. 

A simple limited set of capabilities is intended to enhance shared social practise by facilitating 
reminders, interactions, contemplative prompts and self reflection with an organic natural 
integration deeply embedded within daily life. 

To achieve this a key technical functional is the bluetooth communication. The Talisman has a 
Bluetooth 2.1 module that can operate in two modes.

Talisman Bluetooth communicates as a client with paired master device 

The Talisman initiates communication as a client with a master device such as a phone. It is 
necessary to initially pair the Talisman once to the phone using the phone’s interface. 

At any time after pairing the Talisman can attempt to connect to a phone and if it is within range 
initiate communication. 

To enable sparing use of the Talisman’s limited capacity rechargeable battery the Talisman will 
always initiate communication.  If there is any data that needs to be sent from the Cloud Server to 
the Talisman, then it will be received the next time the Talisman connects to the server and checks 
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for any new messages. 

The Cloud Server can never initiate a callback to the Talisman. This is purely to allow the Talisman 
to have the power consuming bluetooth radio turned off nearly the whole time.

Talisman scans as a master for any other nearby Bluetooth radios.  

There is a second use of the Bluetooth on the Talisman that will be covered in the Beacon section.

The Bridge
There are multiple possible ways to link from the Talisman’s onboard bluetooth back to the cloud 
server. Most of the initial possibility are mentioned below. Currently the only bridge that will 
initially be delivered is the Android Phone Bridge App.

The Android Phone Bridge App

The dominant majority technical mobile platform is the Android device system. Nearly every 
person in the world (other than the poorest 2 billion) have access to an internet capable device. The 
Android platform has the larges percentage of these devices by far. 

The Android platform allows relatively easy development of on device Apps. Nearly every Android 
device has bluetooth capability. It is not known for certain which model devices have Bluetooth 2. 
rather than Bluetooth 4.0 support. The Talisman only supports the older Bluetooth 2.0 version. 

The Android device can trivially access the internet either over the cellular radio network or a Wifi 
radio link. 

Given that some cellular data usage incurs data charges in some parts of the world it is necessary to 
get the user’s opt in permission to use the cellular radio when forwarding Talisman data. 

The Android Phone act as a master and is available ideally all the time for the Talisman to initiate a 
bluetooth connection as a paired client. This implies the requirement for the Android Bridge app to 
continually power on the Bluetooth radio on the phone.

This also implies that the Bridge App should run permanently in the background all the time. This is
called a service rather than an app. The user may wish to occasionally open a simple app interface 
on their phone to interact with the bridge on/off, wifi/cellular status, and observe basic status 
information.  This continual use of the bluetooth on the Android phone will deplete the phone 
battery. 
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Also, the bluetooth on the Android phone can not be used by any other application when the Bridge 
App is exclusively using the phone’s bluetooth radio.

For these reasons the Android phone interface has to allow the user to choose to turn on and turn off
the bridge quickly and easily.

Android App Deployment and Installation Options

The Android Bridge contains two executable programs, a background service, and a simple 
interface app. These two parts of the Android Bridge can be deployed to an end users phone in 
many ways, including the google store as a free app, loaded from another app store, installed on the 
phone directly etc. 

The way that the Android App is made available to the end user is not limited on the Android 
system. 

There is no financial cost required prior to developing an Android App.  Allan will send an Android 
phone device to Nader, and all the development software tools are available open source for all 
major operating systems. 

It is possible for a developer to trivially install their app onto their Android device over USB.

An Apple iOS Bridge App

There are only two significant mobile platforms: Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS. A significant 
minority proportion of mobile devices that have available bluetooth and internet connectivity 
require an App written for the iOS platform. 

The iOS platform is closed and requires Apps to be coded in with the OjectiveC or Swift language. 
These are different programming language than Android’s java language.

A developer can download and use the iOS development tools without charge and can install the 
iOS Bridge App on their own personal iPhone. 

To release an App to end users requires the developer to join the Apple Development program for 
$100usd annually. The app has to be submitted for Apple approval and can only be made available 
on the Apple App store. It is possible to set the App’s price to zero. 

On iOS Bluetooth 2.1 can not connected to an iPhone device without the additiona of a proprietary 
security chip. This chip is only made available to large manufaturers.

More recent iOS devices do not require the use of the MFI security chip, and require the use of the 
later Bluetooth 4.0 version.
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In summary, allowing an end user to bridge their Talisman to the cloud using the important but 
minority market share of an iOS mobile phone / iPad etc would require duplicate coding in a new 
language, minor expense, and a redesign of hte Talisman PCB to support the later version 4.0 
Bluetooth radio module.

 For these reasons initial development of a bridge on an iPhone is not planned. 

The implementation of the data that flows over the bridge will be specified in a way to allow for an 
iOS bridge in the future.   

A dedicated hardware bridge device

There will be a number of end users who do not wish to undertake technical tasks such as installing 
apps on Android phones, installing programs on a basically broken Windows operating system etc.

These users would much rather have their bridge device all configured and personalised at their 
induction and then plug a bridge gadget into a wall power pack and leave it just working.

It can be assumed that most households will have a WiFi network available, with the name and 
password for their home network known. It would be possible to design a small electronic dedicated
bridge hardware gadget that could simply plug into any power source and listen on an internal 
bluetooth radio and relay the data messages from the Talisman to the cloud over an internal WiFi 
radio module. 

This device would require some simple initial one off configuration to load the name and password 
of the end user’s WiFi network into the dedicated bridge. The network name and password could be
entered by browsing to the dedicated hardware bridge device.

Technically this device would be quite simple and have a cost of parts (before assembly costs) 
under $10.

Initially the dedicated hardware bridge is not expected to be manufactured. Given the trivial 
technical electronic nature of the device it is likely that all the design of this device will occur 
initially, even if the hardware bridge is not initially taken to volume production.

It is expected that description of this device to early users would trigger a demand to manufacture 
the device quite soon after the manufacturer of Talisman. 

A PC or MAC Computer Bridge via an Installed Java Application

Many end users may have a PC or Mac or linux laptop that has internet connectivity. Nearly all 
desktop and laptop computers have a bluetooth hardware radio included. Sadly however the 
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availability of operational bluetooth software stack, especially on Windows is terribly broken.

It is not conceivable to produce an installable desktop or laptop application that would be successful
in using any bluetooth radio inside a laptop or desktop. 

However, the internal bluetooth radio can be sidestepped, and the cost to buy and bluetooth module 
that would be connected to a usb dongle cable is perhaps to be perhaps slightly over $10.

The software on any desktop or laptop to use this dedicated bluetooth radio. This option is not 
attractive given installing a bridge executable program on a desktop or laptop is much more 
complex than downloading an App on a phone from the google android app store. 

There has been a movement away from personal management and installation in a personal 
computer to purchase and consumption of services on mobile devices using cloud services.

It is likely that only a small percentage of end users would have the desire to install a program on 
their desktop or laptop to bridge their Talisman to the cloud. 

This solution is likely marginally more expensive than the dedicated hardware bridge, and definitely
expected to involve significant technical support heart ache.

It is not anticipated that a bridge application using a provided dedicated USB cable connected 
bluetooth radio will ever be released to end users. 

This is because the support requirement to install any program on any desktop or laptop of whatever
linux / windows /  mac operating system is a nightmare to even consider. This is not due to the 
installed program being difficult or complex, but rather getting any average person to install and 
maintain any technical USB device is beyond the average persons ability or support appetite. 

A USB dongle based Bridge for large numbers of retreat participants

All of the above bridge options were in support of a single user connecting their own Talisman over 
bluetooth to the Cloud Servers via some available form of internet gateway device.

A second specific requirement is to support the simultaneous concurrent connection of a large 
number of participants and their new Talisman during their face to face induction meeting. 

It is possible this induction may later be conducted one to one using a technical support person over 
Skype etc, but consideration still has to be made that it is likely to be necessary to connect a large 
room of retreat participants all at the same time.

 A technical limitation is that the bluetooth protocol is point to point. A master bluetooth radio in a 
bridge device can only connect at most to one client Talisman device at a time. This is referred to a 
bluetooth pairing.

The bluetooth specification states that it is technically possible for one master bluetooth radio to 
hold up to at most seven private point to point parings to seven different Talisman clients at the 
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same time, in theory. 

As mentioned earlier making this paring connection takes many seconds, and even if a client were 
to quickly connect and then disconnect, wait and repeat, there could not be much sharing of the 
master radio without terrible unusable delays.

The obvious affordable solution is to have more than one master bluetooth radio.  

In a refined retreat scenario having a mass tangle of dozens of master bridge device all plugged into 
a multitude of USB dongles or plug packs is unsatisfactory.

Therefore is is necessary to build a very small number of custom bridge devices that have many 
many master bluetooth radios tidily contained inside. 

An open question is wether on a retreat situation, when handing out Talisman during an induction 
exercise, if every retreat venue will always have robust reliable internet connectivity available.

It may be that an off line version of the Cloud Servers would have to be running on a laptop to 
ensure guaranteed operation of an induction event regardless of the retreat center’s internet 
connectivity. 

For now, it is recognised that there is a need to have a retreat focused bridge box, supporting many 
users and therefore requiring a custom hardware bridge with many radios. The exact form factor, 
power supply / battery operation (if retreat centres are off mains power grid?) is unknown.

 

For reliability every technical facilitator would require one many user bridge, and a second backup 
many user bridge. Perhaps there could be a few induction retreats being held at the same time. Thus 
the number of many user bridges would be less than 6, and thus suitable for custom hand assembly 
without requiring manufacturer.

Given the lack of knowledge of the exact retreat bridge technical environment the multi user retreat 
bridge is not planned for initial construction. 

However, as part of the technical development it would be extremely useful to know the answer to 
the question of wether a single master bluetooth radio module can support the supposed 7 piconet 
bluetooth concurrent pairings or just one user. For this reason it would be important at an early stage
of development to have at least 8 Talisman like client radios all concurrently trying to connect to a 
single master at once. 

It is expected that a pseudo Talisman testing hardware unit that would act like 8 concurrently 
pairing Talisman units will be constructed.  Providing to make several of these units would allow 
for future testing of any multi user retreat bridge with multiples of 7 pseudo Talisman units.
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A first of 7 custom client devices called ‘8 fake Talisman clients in a box’ will be constructed. 

At a later date after the initial launch, and after the induction retreat details are clarified, a further 6 
of these ‘8 fake client Talisman in a box’ would be constructed. These further 6 ‘fake 8-client’ units 
would be constructed when the few three sets of two (main  + backup) multi user retreat (master) 
bridges were constructed.

Both these 8-fake client, and multi user master retreat bridge devices would never require volume 
production. 

   

The Cloud Server
It is assumed that the social nature implies the need to aggregate multiple users information 
centrally in order to facilitate user to user interaction use case scenarios.

Naturally this centralised software will be most readily accessed via the public internet. 

For clarity Cloud Server refers to the behind the scenes transport of data, events, configuration, use 
case apps loaded to the Talisman etc. The Cloud Servers provide secure communication between 
non human Talisman via the bridge device(s).

The Cloud Servers are standard http request response restful architecture, exposed over the standard
web page format, with security always applied to ensure privacy of data at all times.

The Cloud Servers are ever only accessed by non humans, such as a bridge relaying data to and 
from a Talisman.  This document covers the data format and protocol that will be used when 
connection with the Cloud Servers. 

The Cloud Portal
Once the data from the Talisman has made its way into the Cloud Servers it is stored in a standard 
database.

The end user will interact with the system by browsing to a standard web site that offers a rich 
interactive interface typical of online applications such web based mail etc.

This document does not cover the technical details of these interaction pages. The interaction pages 
seen and used by a human are referred to as the Cloud Portal. 

 

The Presence Beacon
This detection of other bluetooth radios within range is not involved in the transport of data so is 
not directly relevant to this document. This bluetooth proximity detection is mentioned to clarify 
and avoid confusion of this second use of the bluetooth radio on the Talisman. 
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The bluetooth radio on the Talisman can be operated as a master an initiate a survey enquiring to the
presence of nearby other bluetooth devices. 

The Talisman can quickly search for just a specific device or list of devices. Any powered bluetooth
device within range will respond even if it has not been pared with the Talisman. Each device 
detected within range returns a unique radio identifier number, and a signal strength reading. This 
signal strength reading allows moderately robust estimation of the physical distance between the 
Talisman and each other bluetooth radio.

If the Talisman limits the enquiry search to a short list of other known bluetooth radios then the 
power use is reduced. This scanning enables the Talisman to detect when it is within physical 
proximity of other bluetooth radios such as a dedicated beacon perhaps in a meditation room, 
another Talisman, a gateway bridge or mobile device etc. 

Plug pack powered Beacons     

A user will often choose to places one or more beacons around their home to enable the Talisman to 
detect when the user wearing the Talisman is in a specific dedicated practise space. 

These Beacon units are simple and only need power to automatically reply any scan enquiry made 
by the Talisman. The beacon unit only requires a bluetooth radio and does not have any smarts or 
onboard micro processor. The beacon device does not connect to the internet. The beacon device is 
left in a specific location and responds to any scan enquiry initiated by the Talisman when within 
range. 

This scan enquiry does not require any end user involvement and happens in the background as part
of the bluetooth protocol.

This document is focussed on the data transport layer, so it is sufficient to understand that the 
beacon makes use of a bluetooth radio but does not ever transmit or convey any data messages.

Android Bridge Developer pre beta fake Talisman 
Discussion of the development fake Talisman is not strictly suitable for this section, but is 
mentioned because this development device is relevant to the first implementation of the data 
transport specification within the Android bridge.

Nader will be coding the Android bridge before any completed Talisman devices are available. 
Given the requirement for the Android Bridge to respond to real physical bluetooth radio events and
messages there is a need to provide a hardware device that transmits the key bluetooth radio actions 
expected from a completed Talisman.

This device should allow Nader to both receive and view messages from the bridge, and to fully 
control the bluetooth radio on the fake Talisman.

A photo of the fake Talisman device to be used by Nader when coding the Android Bridge is 
included here.
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A full operation manual for the fake Talisman device is within another document.

Given that the coding of the Android Bridge software will be occurring in parallel with the 
hardware development of the prototype Talisman, the fake Talisman device is required immediately.

Nader will be sent the completed fake Android Device and operating instructions along with an 
Android Phone as soon as possible.
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Design Decisions
This section provides a brief overview of the Data transport Layer. 

Secure communication everywhere
Due to the sensitive nature of personal information all data in flight between the Talisman and the 
bridge and then from the bridge over the internet to the cloud server will be encrypted.

Application of security, specifically the wrapping of any plaintext data to encrypted cyphertext can 
not be applied as an after thought. 

The initial specification detailing the data transport will specify sufficient encryption to ensure all 
data is private while in flight. 

In addition any data then received and stored in the cloud server database must be stored in such a 
way to avoid identifying an individual.

The simplest way to ensure privacy of any data stored in the database is to not collect personal 
information such as address, real name, photos etc. The purpose of the platform is not to facilitate 
sharing of personal data between participants. It is assumed that collection of any information that 
could personally identify and end user will be avoided if possible.  The most significant implication 
of this is that participants would have to choose a pseudo nick name, and than any potential data 
linking this to a real person is stored off line on paper if required. 

Any inventory tracking of the Talisman that includes data such as the end user’s site delivery 
address should be simply tracked using paper forms. This has the advantage of removing the 
required development effort of the Cloud Portal!

Likewise, sensitive personal financial information such as credit card details for payment of 
Talisman rental deposit bond or subscriptions would be held off line and not managed within the 
Cloud Portal.

 

Request / Response messaging
It is assumed as mentioned above that the Talisman would always initiate communication with a 
request, and then receive a response from the cloud servers. The response may involve several 
messages. 

 

Simple infrastructure
The exact interaction and listing of the use case scenarios is fluid. The transport of data should be 
simple and be limited to a system delivering messages regardless of content. 

Using the analogy to the physical postal system, this document specifies the equivalent of the 
envelope and not the formatting of the letter’s content.
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Developer friendly diagnostics
Given the low cost of data, preference will be given to human readable encoding of the data 
transport details. (Using the postal mail metaphor,  details of the envelope and it’s tracking should 
be human readable through the delivery system, while the letter’s contents remains private and 
unreadable inside the secure transport envelope.)

Extensibility via message content not message syntax
Once the simplest possible data transport protocol is unambiguously defined in this specification 
there will be no need for alteration of the data transport layer to accommodate future use case 
scenarios.  

This is especially important given there is a multitude of bridges, servers and Talisman devices that 
are involved. Keeping an unchanging protocol will simplify the development effort. 

Any addition to the use case scenarios will merely involve changes to the hidden private data inside 
the transport envelopes. The content of the data transport messages, and their potential change 
remain irrelevant and hidden from the data transport layer.

Dictatorial bad rules better than none?
Following the above discussion of the context and requirements, the unambiguous specification of 
the data transport can be written. 

Although seemingly exhaustive in detail, many of the design decisions are trivial details resulting 
from the minimal simplest available technical option. To avoid ambiguity these details are covered 
below. 

This initial draft discussion document to all intense purposes is a detailing of choices made by Allan
without any listening or discussion of the fine details. It is recognised that these decisions are not 
necessarily correct or the best. However, sometimes having rules, even bad ones is better than no 
rules or confusion. 

Differences in the choice between similar technical implementation alternatives from other more 
wise readers could perhaps be put aside where possible to enable time and effort to be expended on 
implementing an agreed inferior technical specification, rather than effort on a smarter tech spec left
without time to implement. 

Changes to remove obvious inconsistencies remain important to identify. 
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Specifications
The following is version 1.0  of the specification for the data transport layer.

Persistence
The Talisman will queue data to be sent later as content within a request message whenever a 
connection is next made. The format of the data within the message is controlled by the Talisman 
and merely appears as encrypted content to the transport layer. 

Data in the cloud to be sent to the Talisman will be queued in the cloud database, and will be sent 
when the Talisman initiates a request asking for the next queued data message.

Messages are never to be stored on the bridge when in flight between the Talisman and Cloud 
Server end points. All data communication over the bluetooth radio, through the bridge, over 
internet connection is best effort delivery only. There is no expectation that the bluetooth link will 
stay physically open. There is no expectation for the bridge to maintain any data throughout a 
critical crash, phone power failure etc.

Data on the Talisman that needs to be sent to the Cloud Server (and in the reverse direction) is either
critical or non critical.

Critical Data

Critical data on the Talisman is persisted in the non-volatile flash memory on the Talisman at least 
every 5 minutes. Critical data is retained even if the Talisman battery goes flat.

Critical data has guaranteed only once in order delivery.

Critical data is not erased from the Talisman until a response from the cloud server is received that 
confirms the data was successfully stored in the cloud database.

The quantity of critical data is expected to be small and includes data such as end user interaction 
event data. At least one month’s critical data will be stored on the Talisman. 

Non Critical Data

Non critical data on the Talisman is stored in a space limited non persistent circular RAM buffer. If 
this circular buffer becomes full, more recent data is retained and older data overwritten. 

Non critical data may include remote device development monitor logging. 
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Ordering
All critical data will be sent from the Talisman to the Cloud Server before any non critical data is 
sent. The dispatch ordering of both critical and non critical data is first in first out. Waiting oldest 
data is sent first.  

The user can specify if critical, and if non critical data is allowed to be sent over the cellular 
network.

 

Message Flow
The Talisman firmware initiates all communication with a request message when connected. The 
bridge only conveys data and is never required to determining any message flow.

Request Response

Data is sent using a message based protocol where the Talisman initiates a request and the Cloud 
Server always responds with at least one message.

The Cloud Server may respond with more than one message. Each message indicates that it is the 
nth response to a single request, using the nth field in the envelope header.

(The Cloud Server may optionally send the total number of response messages that are going to be 
send as the first response message to the request. This does not effect the data transport layer, but 
may be observed.) 

Every response includes a field in the reply envelope header that identifies the sequence number of 
the request that caused the response. 

Every single response from the Cloud Server to the Talisman returns two flags in the envelope 
header indicating to the Talisman if the Cloud has critical and non critical data queued that is 
waiting for the Talisman to request.

Request Retry Count Field

If a request message does not receive a response within a timeout period chosen by the Talisman, 
then the original request message can may be resent as a new request with the next (automatically 
incremented) request sequence number. 

Every request that is sent has a unique monotonically increasing request sequence number.

A request retry count field is included in every envelope header so that the receiving Cloud Server 
can determine if any gaps in the request sequence message are acceptable due to lost earlier retry 
attempts. The request retry count field is human readable integer left padded with spaces to 3 bytes. 
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Client Polling (the Server)

Any events from The Cloud Server that need to be sent to the Talisman will be queued on the Cloud
Server. Every time the Talisman connects and makes a request, the response envelope header from 
the Cloud Server will include two flags indicating if there are any critical, and any non critical 
messages queued on the Cloud Server waiting for delivery to the Talisman. 

Message Format
The message format is made up of a header and a body. The header only contains information 
related to the delivery and is human readable.

The header follows a standard format comprising a fixed number of fields each of fixed length. 

The body is encrypted and is a variable number of bytes long. Start and end symbols are not added 
to the body because it is possible that the binary body could inadvertently contain an end of body 
field.

The first 6 bytes of the body contain plain text zero padded length of the encrypted body content. 
The length is the number of bytes of the content not including this initial 6 length encoding bytes.

The number of bytes includes all content, including any trailing error correct data bytes that may be 
appended to the raw content. 

Request Envelope Header

The request envelope header always starts on a new line with the single unix style line feed char(13)
byte, immediately followed by the three bytes new message field Msg.

The envelope then includes each of the request envelope header fields in the order listed below.

There is always a human readable comma separator between fields. There is no comma between the
new message field and the first field.  i.e: 

Msg123456789,nextField,...

Sequence Number

Every message includes a sequence number left padded with spaces to fixed 9 bytes length.

There is a separate request sequence number maintained and incremented on the Talisman, as well 
as a response sequence number maintained and incremented on the cloud server. The cloud server 
maintains a unique current next response sequence number for each Talisman device.

The request sequence number is maintained on the Talisman, starting at one, and is automatically 
incrementing for each request message sent to the Cloud Server. Any repeated resend of a request 
also have an automatically incremented sequence number.
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When the request sequence number reaches 999,999,999 it wraps to 1. 

The purpose of sequence numbers is to ensure that no message are ever dropped. Given the 
possibility for fading radio links it is likely that message will go missing. 

The sequence number allows missing messages to be detected. Recovery from this can be 
automatically attempted if the Talisman or the Cloud Server has the missing messages stored and 
available to be resent. 

If the Talisman is not able to automatically resend all missing messages, or automatically recover 
from a discontinuity in the sequence numbering, then an end user initiated sync will be needed. 
Until this manual sync happens any data will be queued onboard the Talisman, and within the Cloud
database.  

To avoid having to concern the user with initiating a manual sync that restarts the sequence, the user
will be encouraged to sync often when they interact on the portal. 

Should the sequence get out of wack, then automatic data transfer will simply halt until the user 
next logs onto the portal and does some normal stuff and clicks sync like normal.

The Talisman will always store critical data onboard, and send this data when next able, after a 
successful sync. 

When requests from the Talisman are received on the Cloud Server, any missing requests are 
detected and result in the Cloud Server responding with a response message advising that a missing 
sequence number was detected. 

The Talisman receives this missing sequence response message and attempts to determines the 
correct response.

The Talisman can either begin resending the missing requests, or halt any data flow and wait for the 
users next portal interaction that will habitually involve clicking the sync button.

Encryption

Include from start. Requires encryption over bluetooth link, and HTTPS over internet.

Require passwords to be stored as standard salted hashed passwords in the database that can not be 
read by a hacker.

Data Correction

All message headers, all message content to include at least parity error checking, and preferably 
CRC error correction codes.
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Data Encoding

Allow content to be binary without concern for confusing content with fields, because no use of 
start and end fields. Use either fixed length fields, or run length encoding where any content is pre-
pended with a fixed number of digits describing how long the data is.   
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Version Control
 The table below tracks the date and changes made to this document.

Date Version Title Description

May 2017  -.- Skype Discussion Initial Skype discussion seeding document content.

23 Jul 2017  1.0 Draft release Initial draft for discussion. Broad assumptions by AE 
as a starting point for refinement.
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